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List of implemented enhancements and resolved issues 
 

Global ID Summary 

QCCR2A49005  
The IDB recovery results in a critical error: "Replacement of the Internal Database 

failed". 

QCCR2A49469  
The Data Protector 8.0 "omnimigrate.pl" script fails if a space exists in the 

DPDATA path name. 

QCCR2A49135  
The Data Protector 6.21 Microsoft SQL Server Integration backup session takes a 

long time to start. 

QCCR2A49740  
Selection of the restore version is inconsistent in the Data Protector 8.0 Graphical 

User Interface (GUI). 

QCCR2A49541  
The Data Protector 7.03 Graphical User Interface (GUI) ends abnormally while 

performing the "List of Sessions" report. 
QCCR2A49478  The Backup Media Agent (BMA) ends abnormally in SysWrite_SODA. 
QCCR2A49334  The "Apply Template" procedure does not work for integrations. 

QCCR2A49673  
In the DP 8.0 Graphical User Interface (GUI), the session filter in the "Backup 

Specifications" field is too small. 
QCCR2A49833  Size of the restored file does not match the size of the backed-up file. 
QCCR2A49820  Instant recovery of SQL ZDB with P9500 ends unexpectedly. 

QCCR2A49412  
The Virtual Environment Integration restore session fails with the following error: 

"Wrong datastore path format". 

QCCR2A49875  
The media replication session ends abnormally without unloading the media in 

Data Protector 8.0. 
QCCR2A49840  The object copy session uses only one device. 

QCCR2A50044  
Data Protector 7.0 is unable to start the StoreOnce software deduplication 

datastore. 

QCCR2A49623  
The Data Protector 7.01 Graphical User Interface (GUI) ends abnormally in MoM 

during listing of objects. 
QCCR2A49369  Licenses are not available after the system restart. 
QCCR2A50119  Possible memory irregularities in the Volume Restore Disk Agent (VRDA). 
QCCR2A50158  Data Protector 7.03 has notifications and schedule issues for replication sessions. 

QCCR2A50147  
The Data Protector 8.0 Database Session Manager (DBSM) on the Linux system 

fails with an error message. 
QCCR2A49944  During the IDB SMBF check, a lot of session message files are missing. 

QCCR2A50091  
Data Protector 7.03 cannot back up files that have path names longer than 1024 

characters. 
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QCCR2A49966  
Data Protector Microsoft SharePoint Server 2007/2010/2013 integration 

backup session ends abnormally. 
QCCR2A50162  Unable to remove items from the StoreOnce devices. 
QCCR2A50232  Restore session fails with the following error: "Could not find datacenter". 

QCCR2A50272  
The restore session fails with the following error: "Error: sharepoint_bar:  The 

farm is unavailable".  

QCCR2A49715  
After an upgrade to Data Protector 8.00, the Detail Catalog (DC) gets corrupted 

when using the non-migrated tapes. 

QCCR2A50348  
The Volume Backup Disk Agent (VBDA) displays the following error: "Cannot 

read ACLs: (|22| Invalid argument)". 

QCCR2A50453  
Data Protector HP P9000 XP Agent (SSEA) displays the following error: 

"Mapping from character device file of disk to LDEV failed". 

QCCR2A50227  
The Backup Catalog on Data Protector 8.0 is not displayed after a media copy 

from VLS to LTO. 

QCCR2A50449  
After an upgrade to Data Protector 7.03, the session fails with the following 

error: "The creation of ISO image failed". 
QCCR2A49655  Scheduled reports do not work. 
QCCR2A46934  Query data is not found in the Data Protector Graphical User Interface (GUI). 
QCCR2A50642  The IDB backup session stops responding on Data Protector 8.0. 
QCCR2A50468  The LTO6 medium cannot be initialized though 2.5 TB is its native size. 
QCCR2A50605  The TBL database unpacking in Data Protector 8.1 fails when the string size is 0. 

QCCR2A50688  
The "omnidbutil -remap_dcdir" command fails and thereafter the DCBF 

information is corrupted in the IDB. 
QCCR2A50576  The incremental backup session fails on NSS/OES. 

QCCR2A50769  
Access to Data Protector 8.1 Graphical User Interface (GUI) is denied for users 

with special characters in the name. 
QCCR2A50760  The Data Protector 8.1 IDB is not correctly upgraded. 

QCCR2A50349  
The catalog migration fails with the following error: "Cannot upgrade catalog of 

medium".  
QCCR2A39081  Oracle 11g on RHEL 6.1 Veritas cluster 5.1 support. 

QCCR2A48578  
The "omnirpt -report obj_lastbackup" command does not report some of the 

VEagent objects. 

QCCR2A49416  
The CSM locks to many target devices during the Data Protector 8.0 object copy 

session. 

QCCR2A48841  
The backup session fails due to a disabled primary device in the mirroring 

devices. 

QCCR2A49827  
When the first gateway server is down, the replictaion session does not switch to 

the second configured gateway server. 
QCCR2A50476  The backup sessions stop responding. 
QCCR2A49603  The output of the "omnidownload" command is not sorted correctly. 
QCCR2A49284  The original virtual machine is overwritten when the "Restore as" option is used. 
QCCR2A48734  The Data Protector Virtual Environment Integration component ends abnormally. 

QCCR2A50149  
After an upgrade to Data Protector 8.0, a warning message is displayed during 

the daily maintenance checks. 
QCCR2A50809  After upgrading to Data Protector 8.0, the restore sessions are very slow. 
QCCR2A50750  The Novell Open Enterprise Server 11 SP1 backup session in Data Protector 8.1 
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fails with a segmentation error. 

QCCR2A50365  
A restore session fails with the following error: "Cannot write: (|5| Access is 

denied.) => not restored". 
QCCR2A51024  After an upgrade from Data Protector 6.20, the folder restore is not possible. 

QCCR2A50942  
The script "Mount.bat" does not start in the Data Protector Windows Cell 

Manager. 
QCCR2A50868  There are memory allocation issues during the object copy sessions. 
QCCR2A48632  Data Protector 7.03 fails due to the SCSI Reserve/Release barcode scan issue. 
QCCR2A41587  EMC SYMMETRIX VMAXE storage array support. 
QCCR2A47238  Enhancement request for SYMA to support new device special files. 
QCCR2A51124  The Data Protector 8.1 "omnib -rawdisk" command does not run. 
QCCR2A51127  vCenter 5.1 update 2 starts with a blank page. 

QCCR2A46384  
In the Data Protector Graphical User Interface (GUI), add filters for the virtual 

machine name. 
QCCR2A50891  The Data Protector 8.0 "omnidbcheck -bf" command does not run correctly. 
QCCR2A50817  A standalone Media Agent or Disk Agent stops responding. 

QCCR2A51086  
The Data Protector 8.1 Virtual Environment Integration backup session fails with 

the following error: "Exception Occurred while creating VM snapshot". 

QCCR2A50745  
After upgrading to Data Protector 7.03, VBDA ignores the exclude list from the 

backup specification. 

QCCR2A50983  
The Data Protector 8.0 restore session of German vowels fails on SUSE Linux 

Enterprise Server 11 with Novell Open Enterprise Server 11. 

QCCR2A51125  
The Data Protector 7.03 Lotus integration cannot restore a backup on which the 

objects appear as failed. 

QCCR2A51295  
The "Encrypted control communication" option does not function correctly on an 

HP-UX client. 

QCCR2A51257  
An enhancement request to disable the "encrypted" checkbox for the 

StoreOnceSoftware store. 
QCCR2A51154  The restored files from deduplicated volumes to a different host are corrupted. 

QCCR2A51033  
The ZDB SSE Agent backup session fails if the "SSEA_ATOMIC_SPLIT=1" omnirc 

option is used. 
QCCR2A49880  The configured Daily report is not executed correctly. 

QCCR2A50399  
Objects with the "Completed/Errors" status are excluded from the object copy 

session. 

QCCR2A51225  
The Data Protector "omniofflr" command reports the "Unknown option -dfmf." 

error. 

QCCR2A50089  
The total "Store Data Size" does not match the size of the StoreOnce root 

directory. 

QCCR2A51142  
The Data Protector Virtual Environment Integration (VEagent) template creation 

fails with the "details unknown" error. 

QCCR2A51060  
The backup session fails with the following error: "The string was not recognized 

as a valid DateTime". 

QCCR2A51465  
Upgrade to Data Protector 8.11 for the VMware Granular Recovery Extension 

agent fails. 
QCCR2A50798  The Data Protector 8.1 SAP HANA Appliance integration fails. 
QCCR2A51498  Upgrade to Data Protector 8.0 displays rejected lines from media.txt. 
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QCCR2A51527  Data Protector 8.1 incorrectly handles empty spaces in data paths. 
QCCR2A51398  Auto-registration of virtual machine fails. 
QCCR2A50218  An error occurs while running the Data Protector "omnidl" command. 

QCCR2A50550  
The Data Protector Granular Recovery Extension for SharePoint Server installation 

fails on the German SharePoint environment. 

QCCR2A51446  
When restoring a vApp, if a machine is backed up on a Windows XP storage, 

the restore fails with the following message: "handleDiskMetaData-Unknown". 

QCCR2A51324  
Data Protector Virtual Environment Integration backup sessions fail with the 

following error: "Connection reset by peer". 

QCCR2A51456  
The backup session fails with the following error: "Backup failed because unable 

to utilize CBT as it was required". 
QCCR2A50434  Upgrade to Data Protector 8.1 does not proceed. 

QCCR2A51522  
The IDB upgrade to Data Protector 8.0, 8.01, or 8.1 fails and is missing the 

catalog information. 
QCCR2A51318  EADR on Linux systems fails with the update boot disk error. 

QCCR2A51396  
The "omnikeytool -import CSVFile" command causes the kms.exe file to end 

abnormally. 
QCCR2A47390  Connection to the application agent (OB2BAR) backup disk agent (DA) is lost. 
QCCR2A50673  The Data Protector 8.0 Graphical User Interface (GUI) stops responding. 

QCCR2A51239  
The Data Protector 7.03 Microsoft SQL Server integration backup session fails 

with the following error: "Session has failed". 

QCCR2A51198  
The IDB backup session on Data Protector 8.1 fails if the NTFS mountpoint is 

used. 
QCCR2A51234  The Data Protector Session Manager fails to load or unload. 

QCCR2A51214  
The "omnidbutil -mergemmdb" command fails if the hostname contains a special 

character. 

QCCR2A51567  
The Data Protector 8.1 object copy session fails with the following error: 

"Specified device for the object not found". 
QCCR2A51589  The Data Protector 8.1 VEPA backup session reports a false warning message. 
QCCR2A51726  A mailbox cannot be enumerated during the restore session. 

QCCR2A48803  
For verification sessions, the Session Flow report shows a Red bar under the 

Success column. 

QCCR2A51243  
Data Protector 8.1 backup sessions do not start during the removal of a virtual 

machine snapshot. 
QCCR2A51956  Snaphot is not removed after the backup session completes. 

QCCR2A50933  
Data Protector 7.03 backup session fails with the following error: "ASR 

information could not be collected". 
QCCR2A51056  Replication session stops responding. 
QCCR2A52056  The backup specification preview progress is missing in the Monitor context. 

QCCR2A51415  
After upgrading to Data Protector 8.1 on a MOM environment, the IDB records 

related to tape are not migrated correctly. 

QCCR2A52103  
The Virtual Environment Integration backup session fails after upgrading to the 

Data Protector 8.11 
QCCR2A51518  Data Protector 8.01 client statistics reports display the integer overflow error. 
QCCR2A52139  Enabling user restrictions causes the RDS to end abnormally. 
QCCR2A51776  The EADR of SAP HANA appliance does not complete. 
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QCCR2A52338  
The Data Protector 8.11 virtual machine restore session denies filter settings when 

a host or cluster is selected. 

QCCR2A52438  
The Data Protector 8.01 "devbra" command does not list the EML drives under 

robotics. 
QCCR2A52218  The Data Protector 7.03 "omnicc" command reports incorrect number of licenses. 
QCCR2A52308  The virtual machine name is not displayed in the Object Latest Backup report. 

QCCR2A52582  
The Data Protector 8.11 Graphical User Interface (GUI) does not list all virtual 

machines in the Restore context. 

QCCR2A52585  
The Data Protector 8.11 Virtual Environment Integration backup session fails with 

the following error: "Exception Occurred while creating VM snapshot". 
QCCR2A52943  Cannot open device (Semaphores). 
QCCR2A52941  Logsense overflow on Solaris hosts. 
QCCR2A52939  SCSI reserve/release failing on Solaris. 
QCCR2A52410  Upgrading the catalog in Data Protector 8.1 and 8.11 fails. 

QCCR2A52416  
Problems with the "omnimm -delete_unprotected_media" command on Data 

Protector 7.03. 

 


